
China manufacturer 103v particulate respirator neck mask
1. respirator has a better design.
2. Dual fixed straps, adjustable metal nose band.
3. Smooth inner lining ensuring a secure seal.
4.High filtration and static electricity material to resist normal toxic and ting micron particle.

Features
Human body engineering 3D stereo design
Multilayer non-woven fabric and meltblown,total 4 layers
Aluminum belt hold shape
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Applicable scope
  Masks can be used to protect non oily particles,reduce the odor of some oganic compounds.
It not only in time to isolate bacteria, dust in the air, haze, and can better protect the respiratory
tract, and facial skin.
Non oily particulates:dust(mineral property,metallic dust fiber dust)pollen and haze,which can be use
to protect environment air pollution fine particle PM 2.5.
Can’t be suitable for:
Respirators do not produce oxygen,not in oxygen-deficient environment.
Warning:
This respirator helps protect against certain particles,misuse can result in sickness or death.



Steps for usage
Perform hand hygiene before putting on mask.
Choose the correct size of the mask and ensure there are no defects.
1.Hold the 103v in your palm with the nosepiece at fingertips,hang ear straps freely below hand.
2.Position the 103v under your chin with the nosepiece up.
While holding the 103v in place,pull the two straps over each ear.
3.And then pull the hoop to another strap,make it in place on the neck.
4.If you have long hair,the strap must be positioned beneath your hair.
Position the 103v low on your nose.
5.Using both hands,mold the nosepiece to the shape of your nose by pushing downward and outward.
While moving your fingertips down both sides of the nosepiece.
6.perform a fit check by placing both hands completely over the mask.
Be careful not to disturb the position and exhale sharply.
If airleaks around your nose,adjust the nosepiece as described in step 5.
If air leaks at the mask edges,adjust the straps back along the sides of your head.
Perform fit check again if an adjustment is made.
Remember:
Wear the right sized mask  
Fit check is mandatory for all users of 103v mask and must be performed every time upon wearing.
Perform hand hygieneafter putting on mask.
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